Abstract-Visualization of logical formulas for classical propositional calculus gains a new meaning in the context of a huge development of SAT solvers which find solutions of satisfiability problems of bigger and more complex tasks including the ones of industrial meaning. The aim of this work is to create, using modern IT tools, a coherent and widely accessible system in a form of web application, which will be able to provide a coopertive system, as well as will help to visualize, analyze and transform logical formulas. The system itself is now in the initial, however, mature implementation phase. It is open for new ideas and methods. New functionalities have already been introduced but there are plans to create the new ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
S ATISFIABILITY problem is the classical and fundamental problem of theoretical computer science in which there can be encoded many other problems [1] . Satisfiability problem is a testing whether exists of a logical value assignment (true/1, false/0) to variables in a particular formula which will satisfy it, namely its logical value will be true. Those types of problems can be applied to many branches and are commonly used, for example in combinatorial optimization [2] , graph theory, automated theorem proving, verification of software models [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , and artificial/ambient intelligence [7] , [8] , [9] .
Tools which solve satisfiability problem are called SAT solvers. Their rapid development and routine solving of tasks, which consist of many thousands of variables and clauses, enables practical implementation of reasoning engines which are quite common and easily accessible [10] , [11] . There was created a standard of input files recording, known as DIMACS CNF format or simply DIMACS, where the base DIMACS relates to the name of the research center where it was created, namely The Center of Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science, and CNF is a reference to the conjunctive form of the normal formula (Conjunctive Normal Form). This form is used to save logical formula in leading solvers based on CDCL method where problem is enclosed in this form in a particular file having DIMACS form. Thanks to using one format it is easy to compare existing SAT solvers and to see new possibilities of creating new, interesting tools based on the same input files which can be related to SAT or similar concepts.
Nowadays, SAT solvers are commonly used in a formal verification of designed systems, especially embedded systems, cyber-physical systems and software drivers. Solvers become more and more popular. Their widespread use is visible in the processes described as Electronic Design Automation (EDA) because designing processes of those sets, especially embedded sets, need to be analyzed carefully as the errors done during their design and production can have detrimental effects and be very costly. The similar situation appears when we talk about drivers which unstable work can interfere with the working of the system core.
Visualization of logical formula can also be a useful, and to some extend helpful, tool in solving satisfiability problem as well as in analysis and preprocessing of formulas as input data for SAT solvers. The graphic form of formula, its shape, regularity or irregularity, consistency or inconsistency can provide us with many valuable pieces of information about the encoded problem, see for example [9, Table 11 ]. It can also suggest recommended formula preprocessing methods which can speed up the process of searching for a satisfiable solution. That is why visualization helps us to understand the encoded problem better and gives us an opportunity of carrying an additional and quicker analysis of the problem before our attempt to solve it. Last but not least, visual image of a formula can have an aesthetic meaning. The generated visualizations create interesting visual effects which may be attractive for people who have not dealt with SAT topic so far.
The aim of this work is to create widely accessible service in form of web application, built on the basis of modern IT tools, easy to handle and enabling the visualization of logical formulas of propositional calculus which are the input data for SAT solvers based on CDCL method (Conflict Driven Clause Learning). The present system is based on work [12] , however, it has been adjusted to the web requirements 1 . The development of solvers which work on the basis of this method needs to be acknowledged as a spectacular one. Every formula can be visualized and analyzed before we start looking for its solution. Although in this work there were presented the well-known visualization methods but there also were proposed new functionalities of the system. The existing program called DPvis created by Carsten Sinz, see seminal and fundamental work [13] , enables crating different types of graphs on the basis of formulas describing SAT problems. However, this program is hardly accessible and not compatible with demands of the modern and dynamic IT market which can discourage the present and potential users. Under those circumstances, creating the fully web application, see [12] , which enables cooperative work in client-server architecture, built on the basis of modern IT tools and offering SAT problems visualizations, may encourage new users or specialists and provide them with tools which simplify their everyday work.
In the future the service will be extended to provide fluent transition between different methods of formula visualizations or different methods of encoding logical formulas. There are also plans to open the service for related problems according to classical SAT, namely MaxSAT (finding the maximal number of clauses, if not all, of the entire formula to be satisfied) and weighted MaxSAT (finding an assignment that maximizes the total weight of the satisfied clauses), Partial MaxSAT(some clauses are deemed hardinfinite weights, clauses with finite weight are soft), and other problems, which will enable the analysis of fragmentary problem solutions in the context of the whole problem.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Supported file format is a commonly recognized DIMACS CNF format. System should offer a possibility of storing saved files and exporting created visualizations to graphic files within a wide range of formats.
Logical formula F is in CNF form because it is built from conjunction of clauses, which can be presented as
. ., C m and every clause is built from disjunction of literals C i = n j=1 l i , j where literal l can be a variable x or its negation ¬x. The example of logical formula in CNF form is the formula: The size of logical formula within a file does not prove difficulty of the problem itself but, of course, in practice, the time spent on searching for the solutions of the big formulas is longer, sometimes very long. There are tools which aim is to minimize logical formulas which can reduce time of solving the problem significantly. One of the better known tools is SatELite program which implements the following techniques [14] : 1) elimination of variables by resolutions -deleting unnecessary variables and equivalent literals; 2) fast subsumption -C 1 clause subsumes C 2 when C 1 ⊆ C 2 , therefore C 1 may be deleted; 3) self-subsumption -C 1 clause almost fully subsumes C 2 with exception of one literal x which appears in C 2 with a different value. For example, C 1 = {x, a, b}, and C 2 = {¬x, a}. Resolution for x gives C ′ 1 = {a, b}, which subsumes C 1 , therefore C 1 can be added to logical formula and C 1 can be removed.
III. VISUALIZATION METHODS
There are used three basic methods of visualization in this work . It does not cover all planned implementation methods. The present set should be interpreted as an initial proposition for system functionalities. The currently used methods are [13] :
• factor graph, • interaction graph, • resolution graph. Undirected factor graph G F = (V, E) is a graph where a set of vertices V is created by variables and clauses, therefore V = X ∪ C, where X is a set of variables and C is a set of clauses. E symbol means a set of edges. The edge is drawn between variable x and clause c when x ∈ C or ¬x ∈ C. Provided that there exists a problem described by formula: (¬x ∨ ¬y ∨ z) ∧ (y ∨ z) ∧ (x ∨ ¬z ∨ u) it is possible to determine the following clauses:
Construction of factor graph for the problem presented above should start from drawing variables and clauses in form of vertices, see Fig. 1 . Later on we draw edges which connect variables with clauses in which they appear, starting from clause C 1 . Finally, the graph looks like the last structure in Fig. 1 .
In contrast to undirected factor graph, directed factor graph includes the difference between a variable in positive and negative form. It is usually presented using colors, where green means not negated variable and red a negated one. For the analyzed problem, the graph looks like the following one: Fig. 2 .
Variable interaction graph G I = (V, E) is a graph in which a set of vertices V is equal to a set of variables X which is equivalent to V = X. E means a set of edges. The edge 420 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. POZNAŃ, 2018 connects two variables: x and y when they appear together in at least one clause (x ∈ C i and y ∈ C i ). On the basis of the example from the previous section, there are determined the following clauses:
The first step to create interaction graph is drawing variables in the form of vertices, see Fig. 3 . Later on, starting from C 1 clause, the appearing variables are connected together. When analyzing next clauses, if the particular edge already exists for a pair of variables, it is omitted. Finally, the graph looks like the last structure in Fig. 3 . Resolution graph G R = (V, E) is a graph in which a set of vertices V is equal to a set of clauses, therefore V = C. E means a set of edges. The edge connects two variables C 1 and C 2 only if there is a variable x where x ∈ X, in which X means a set of variables where x ∈ C 1 and ¬x ∈ C 2 . Using the previously presented formula and having already determined clauses:
Construction of the resolution graph starts from drawing clauses in form of vertices, see Fig. 4 . Later on the following variables which appear in both C 1 and C 2 clauses are analyzed. Because x ∈ C 1 and x ∈ C 2 there can be drawn an edge between the clauses. The redundant edges are omitted. Finally, the graph looks like the last structure in Fig. 4 .
The methods of visualization presented above are the basic set of methods. In the future there are plans to introduce the new ones taking into consideration needs and nature of SATrelated problems. The implemented system, see Fig. 5 , is breifly described. Server application was made using Python language together with frame of Django REST Framework application [15] . For operation of asynchronous tasks, Celery task queue [16] , together with RabbitMQ [17] message broker, are responsible. Data is stored in PostgreSQL database server. Client application, as well as user's interface, was created on the basis of TypeScript language using the frame of Angular 4 application. There was used an effective visualization library based on JavaScript language named vis.js [18] . Server proxy Nginx [19] is responsible for managing the movement between user's graphic interface and server application. The whole project is containerized using Docker technology [20] . Nginx plays the role of Reverse-Proxy or Forward-Proxy server, see Fig. 6 . Reverse-Proxy server helps in:
• hiding the current system which is behind proxy server, • distributing the movement between application instances of the server, • pointing the movement towards proper applications, • compressing the content of data flow, • manipulating with requests and answers. Celery is a asynchronous task queue based on task distribution using messages. It concentrates on operations performed in the shortest possible time but also it supports planned tasks. Tasks are performed at the same time using one or many executive instances -workers and with the use of multiprocess transformation. Those tasks can be performed asynchronously (it enables the ordering application to perform further work) or synchronically (the ordering application waits for the result). In order to use Celery, it is required to use message broker which provides data for workers. The message broker recommended by Celery authors is RabbitMQ. It is an open source and easy to implement system in Erlang language. It supports and monitors asynchronous message sending and their deployment using clusters which enables further development of the system. The created client application is an interface of the whole system because a target user has an access to it. Thanks to that, the user can log in and log out, upload and delete data from server and, most importantly, display visualizations and save them to file. Implemented application is in the form of browser application. Server application, implemented separately, organizes the whole data processing according to user's expectations. Detailed analysis of this issue exceeds the aim and size of this work, see also Fig. 7 .
V. EXAMPLES OF VISUALIZATION
There were examined many formulas in terms of possibilities for system work as well as visualization effects. All figures (from 8 to 13) are provided by the designed system, see also [12] . Presentation starts from simple formulas and continues to the most complicated ones. We will start from a very simple example, see also problem is integral or if it can be divided into parts. What is more, the edges brightness can help to find frequent neighborhoods of variables. In resolution graph:
• blue vertices -represent clauses. Resolution graph visualizes the structure of clause dependencies. Vertices are connected by edge if they have one (or more) literals of a different logical value. In directed factor graph: The next analyzed formula has 29 variables and 109 clauses, and is shown in Fig. 9 . After preprocessing, the minimization was performed which gave 13 variables and 47 clauses, see Fig. 10 .
In a created system there was implemented graph/formula stabilization operation. It means, that the graph was rebuilt in such a way that the edges got a total minimal length. Stabiliza- And the last example: logical formula after minimalization -42 variables, 133 clauses, see Fig. 13 . Fig. 13 . The last example: interaction, resolution and factor graphs VI. CONCLUSION Visualization project of logical formulas has to be considered as a successful one, however, it is now at its initial stage and it will be continued. The system enables the elementary transformation of formulas and their preprocessing. The aim of the whole project was to create widely accessible tool helping to understand, analyze and examine the structures of problems presented with the use of logical formulas.
The system also offers storing files on the server which requires creating log-in system and the user's profile. It also offers the possibility of interaction with generated graphs, minimization of uploaded formulas and export of visualizations to the selected graphic formats. Its design and implementation aspects are very modern as a result of using the open approach as well as modern software technologies.
There are plans of a further system development by introducing new functionalities, another visualization methods and opening it for other SAT problems, for example MaxSAT.
